Recruitment and Sampling: Qualitative Research with Older People
edited by Caroline Holland

Recruitment and sampling are important in social gerontology because they directly affect research findings. There is also an increasing imperative in ageing research to include older people as more than sampled subjects. Researchers in other fields, many of them 'new to ageing', are now sampling the older population and recruiting older people to the qualitative elements of various studies. So who exactly are we sampling? How are we recruiting?

The papers in this volume describe five quite different studies of ageing and intergenerational relationships. The methodologies and sample sizes involved range from a micro-level study of relationships between a small group of friends, to a multi-method approach incorporating interviews with people identified from a larger survey. However, we can see the emergence of some common themes. These include: 'vulnerability' and ethics; the role of the gatekeeper; under- and over-researched groups; sensitive topics and the role of language; and older people as research partners. In considering these themes, participative research currently being undertaken by members of CABS, and some projects from the Growing Older Programme are also discussed.
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Everyday Living in Later Life
edited by Bill Bytheway

‘... of interest to practitioners and students ... and researchers looking for innovative, inclusive and potentially empowering ways of researching alongside [older people].’

The British Journal of Social Work

‘This is a story about reaching parts other methods cannot reach, [and] really hearing the voices of older people. I would urge all researchers ... to read this book.’

Dementia

How do older people really get through their days? The contributions focus on the ways in which everyday life gets recorded and narrated, using qualitative tools of documentary research – diaries, letters, logs, etc. – that enable the first-hand recording of these experiences. They explore discrepancies arising from surveys and interviews in detailing daily activities; eating habits; managing long-term medication; and more general events of daily living.
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Writing Old Age
edited by Julia Johnson

‘... these essays work together to demonstrate the value of collaboration and a conversation across disciplines about the role of writing in the rethinking of old age. ... Many readers will find this affordable, well-produced anthology of use in their thinking about late life.’

Ageing and Society

Can literature provide meaningful insights into ageing and later life that extend beyond the confines of conventional research findings? What tools for analysis has creative writing to offer us in our endeavour to comprehend ageing? There is growing interest in 'literary gerontology' and the papers here demonstrate the ways in which the study of literature and creative writing could introduce a new dimension to our understanding of the range of experiences that constitute growing older.
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Involving Older People in Research
‘An amateur doing the work of a professional?’
edited by Sheila Peace

Involving and consulting with the users of social care services has become a dominant strand in the development of policy and practice regarding service delivery. Researchers are increasingly required to address issues of user participation within their proposed research. This volume describes ways in which older people can participate in research projects as originators of research questions; advisors on methodology; analysts of data; fieldworkers; and disseminators of findings.
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Biographical Interviews: The Link Between Research and Practice
edited by Joanna Bornat

‘…provides important evidence and illumination of biographical work.’
Nursing Older People

Biographical, life history and reminiscence-based approaches to health and social care work with older people have proved extremely popular with care workers. Researchers have also demonstrated positive outcomes when older people are provided with opportunities to recall and review a past life. Each of the authors in this study has developed biographical approaches to research and practice in original and creative ways. The aim is to develop an awareness of the direct contribution which familiarity with a life history can make to good quality care practice.
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The Representation of Older People in Ageing Research series consists of seminars held jointly by CABS at the Open University and the Centre for Policy on Ageing to examine issues of current methodological innovation in research on ageing. The next seminar on Language will be held in November 2005. These short published reports, drawing on the seminars, are aimed at practitioners, researchers, academics and postgraduate students.
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